Postdoc/PhD-research Eng positions in Data Science. Project AStERiCs:
Statistical learning for large-scale unsupervised data representation and classification
[French version here: https://chamroukhi.users.lmno.cnrs.fr/ASTERICS/AStERiCs-PostDocs-IGRs-fr.pdf]
Starting date: Earlier 2018
How to apply : send your complete CV (including a full publication list and if possible a link to your PhD
thesis) to faicel.chamroukhi@unicaen.fr and indicate the number of the position for which you apply
International applications are welcome
Position 1 : Postdoc (duration18 months):

The objective of this postdoc research is to develop statistical models for unsupervised
representation and classification of high-dimensional continuous data with possibly infinite
dimension, and to develop optimized inference algorithms.
We will mainly focus on sparse mixtures and the case where the space of the latent variable can be
of infinite dimension. The inference of such models in a large-scale context (very large dimension)
requires the control of the optimization problem when carrying out the maximum likelihood
estimation and suggests new strategies of regularization (unsupervised framework). We can rely on
penalized log-likelihood criteria where the penalty should take into account the missing data
(problem of unsupervised feature selection) and its possible organization in hierarchy (structured
regularization). These problems of regularization in an unsupervised context (clustering and feature
selection) are quite recent (Devijver (2015a, b)., G. Celeux, et al. (2011), Ruan et al. (2011), Witten
& Tibshirani, (2010)), particularly regarding functional data (Devijver (2015b)). We will also be
interested in the extension of these models to regularized mixtures of experts (an angoing work).
Required Profile :
◦ PhD in statistics/statistical leaning
◦ An experience in learning representations and classification of massive data
◦ Skills in working on real-world data and applications
◦ Programming skills in Matlab/R/Python
Hosting lab: The lab of mathematics Nicolas Oresme, UMR CNRS
Salary: ~ 2700€ gross (~ 2250€ nets) per month

Position 1 filled
•

•
•

Position 2 : Postdoc (duration18 months):

The objective of this postdoc research is to develop statistical models for unsupervised
representation and classification of high-dimensional continuous data with possibly infinite
dimension, and to develop optimized inference algorithms.
Providing accurate and flexible answers to multiform classification problems, finite mixture
distributions have become today an extremely studied tool and used successfully in various
disciplines (genetics, image processing, astronomy ...). We will rely on discrete mixture models and
we can start by extending the work of Karlis and Meligkotsidou (2007) and Shi and Valdez (2014) to
multivariate and overdispersed data. Models of non-or semi-parametric mixtures will also be
considered based on kernel methods as in Benaglia et al. (2009). We will examine how to calibrate
the kernel smoothing parameter (the window) by recent selection methods as in Goldenshluger and
Lepski (2011) or Lacour et al (2017). These methods have been shown to outperform conventional
cross-validation criteria in terms of computation time (e.g., Chagny and Roche 2015), which is
crucial in this context of large-scale data. The results can also be extended to the sequential modeling
of data by Markovian models. The developed algorithms will be applied to the processing of
genomic data (of the RNA-Seq type) and in particular the differential analysis of genes.

Position 2 filled
•

Required Profile :

•
•

◦ PhD in statistics/statistical leaning
◦ An experience in learning representations and classification of massive data
◦ Skills in working on real-world data and applications
◦ Programming skills in Matlab/R/Python
Hosting lab: The lab of mathematics Raphael Salem, UMR CNRS
Salary: ~ 2700€ gross (~ 2250€ nets) per month

Position 3 : Phd Research-Engineer (duration 18 months) :

One of the major objectives of the project is to create a public scientific and technical platform
dedicated to unsupervised statistical learning from large-scale data (BigData). This platform will
propose a complete architecture (pre-treatment, representation, classification, visualization) and will
consider the following aspects of the data: high-dimension, big volume, heterogeneity. It will
propose original algorithms for the analysis of heterogeneous data of different types (continuous,
longitudinal / functional, discrete) with high-performance computing (the CRIANN can provide us
with high performance distributed computing resources).
The candidate will participate in collaboration with the rest of the project staff to the creation of this
platform. The first step consists in prototyping of algorithms already developed at the LMNO lab,
their integration into this platform on various real applications (environmental monitoring, time
series, genomic sequences, etc.). These algorithms are unsupervised classification algorithms based
on latent variable models for different types of high-dimensional data. The second step is to
contribute to the integration of the algorithms developed during the project. This second task is
more fundamental and will focus in particular on distributed clustering using mixture models. For
that we will rely on the bootstrap theory to infer a latent variable model (eg mixture model) from a
big volume of data, for which parallel computing is a natural way to proceed especially for batch
mode data processing. The issues to be addressed in this context are mainly i) obtaining guarantees
and new aggregation strategies for local estimators, i.e how to obtain an ``optimal” estimator as an
aggregation of several estimators constructed from bootstrap samples, and ii) deal with the problem
of model selection which in this distributed case consists of aggregating model selection criteria,
constructed from small subsamples to have pseudo-criteria of large samples.
The main technical missions are: (i) Prototyping unsupervised learning algorithms (ii) High
performance distributed cloud computing (iii) Web integration and interfacing with the platform.

Position 3 filled
•

•
•

Required Profile :
◦ PhD in statistics/statistical leaning or computer science with specialization in machine learning
◦ Experience in latent data models and complex data analysis
◦ Experience in software development
◦ Skills in working on real-world data and applications
◦ Programming skills in Matlab/R/Python
◦ Skills on big-data platforms (Hadoop/Spark, MapReduce), Cloud computing, OLAP, web technologies
Hosting lab: The lab of mathematics Nicolas Oresme, UMR CNRS
Salary: ~ 2700€ gross (~ 2250€ nets) per month

Position 4 : Phd Research-Engineer (duration 14 months) :
One of the major objectives of the project is to create a public scientific and technical platform dedicated to
unsupervised statistical learning from large-scale data (BigData). This platform will propose a complete
architecture (pre-treatment, representation, classification, visualization) and will consider the following aspects
of the data: high-dimension, big volume, heterogeneity. It will propose original algorithms for the analysis of
heterogeneous data of different types (continuous, longitudinal / functional, discrete) with high-performance
computing (the CRIANN can provide us with high performance distributed computing resources).

Position 4 filled

The candidate will participate in collaboration with the rest of the project staff in the creation of this
platform. The first step concerns prototyping of algorithms already developed at the LMRS lab, their

integration into this platform on various real applications. These are unsupervised classification
algorithms based on latent variable models for discrete (eg genomic) data and functional data
analysis by non-parametric methods. The second step is to participate in integrating the algorithms
that will be developed during the project. This second task will be carried out in collaboration
mainly with the LMNO lab on distributed regularized mixture models with environmental
applications / genomic sequences.

Position 4 filled

The main technical missions are: (i) Prototyping unsupervised learning algorithms (ii) High
performance distributed cloud computing (iii) Web integration and interfacing with the platform.

•

•

•

Required Profile :
◦ PhD in statistics/statistical leaning or computer science with specialization in machine learning
◦ Experience in latent data models and complex data analysis
◦ Experience in software development
◦ Skills in working on real-world data and applications
◦ Programming skills in Matlab/R/Python
◦ Skills on big-data platforms (Hadoop/Spark, MapReduce), Cloud computing, OLAP, web technologies
Hosting lab: The lab of mathematics Raphael Salem, UMR CNRS
Salary: ~ 2700€ gross (~ 2250€ nets) per month
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